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It’s Q4, and we are already into gear and going for it – are you? Or are you still celebrating
your Q3 performance – maybe even commiserating with yourself? 

There is no time to lose, this is a short quarter because of all the festive breaks, so it is
important to stride into October and get the best possible start. Don’t accept the “hockey-
stick” phenomenon – you know the one that dictates that the last week of the month is the
busiest; the last month of the quarter is the time to close business; and as for the last week of
the quarter …

In this edition, Linda Richardson interviews Michael Nick – “All You Have to Sell Is Value –
Here’s How”

This month’s articles are from Nancy Nardin, Ken Thoreson, Debbie Qaqish, and Tamara
Schenk who adds a brand new dimension to the “Challenger Debate” 

In the spotlight is long-time supporter and friend of the Top Sales projects, Jill Konrath, and in
his regular JF Uncut column, Jonathan Farrington questions how soon we might all be
“commoditized” - “There is a huge post-commoditization grave-yard somewhere, full of
petrol pump attendants, insurance agents, mobile phone salesmen and women,
newspaper sellers …”

We announce this month’s “Top Sales Article of the Month” together with ten new
nominations for September – and we can tell you that there are some superb articles to
choose from.

Finally, we give you the opportunity to catch up with all the latest news, interviews and
gossip from Top Sales World, Top Sales Awards and Top Sales Management.

Enjoy!
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Many passionate discussions on the relevance of The Challenger Sale are
going on. I really like all the behavior-based research results on the challenger
rep. It’s fascinating to learn, which sales behaviors are ... Read More�
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The Busy
Person’s Pages
The Busy
Person’s Pages
Here is what you will find in this month’s edition.
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The Challenger Sale - 
Missing a customer perspective?
by Tamara Schenk

Michael Nick is Founder and President of ROI4Sales. The idea to start his
company came serendipitously. Early in his sales career during a consulting
project, Michael uncovered that his customer’s field ... Read More�

A conversation with Michael Nick
by Linda Richardson

Where do the articles come from? Each month we select the very best sales
articles from the major article sites, which have been written by top sales
gurus from around the world. We cull through till we find ... Read More�

Top Sales Article of the Month announced – 
Plus the ten nominees for October

For the sake of this article, it is important that we all understand the term
"commoditization" This from good old Wikki...“In business literature,
commoditization is defined as the process by which ... Read More�

How long before you too are “commoditized?”
by Jonathan Farrington

It occurs almost every time I speak or every initial client visit. Whether your
organization is using CRM or not I find that most organizations have not
taken the time to define, write out and train their sales ... Read More�

Moving your entire sales organization to the next level
in one step
Ken Thoreson

It’s that time of the year when Sales VPs are looking into 2013 and trying to
figure out how to grow revenue, again. Whether you’ve had a down year, a
flat year or a great year, I bet none of you Sales VPs are ... Read More�

New data for Sales VPs supports pivotal role of
marketing to grow revenue
by Debbie Qaqish

Jill Konrath’s career is defined by her relentless search for fresh sales
strategies that actually work in today’s business environment. She’s the author
of two bestselling sales books and is a popular speaker ... Read More�

Focus On
Jill Konrath

Enjoy the latest Top Sales Hardtalk Interviews and recent blogs from Top
Sales World plus Recent “How To” Guides, Sales Team Development
Sessions and Sales Management Issues Interviews ... Read More�

Top Sales Highlights
from the past four weeks ... 
in case you missed them

TSH
A gaggle of geese. A pod of dolphins. A pack of wolves. A pride of lions.
These are collective nouns for the gathering of groups. So what do you call
group of tech-savvy business people eager to soak in as ... Read More�

Dreamforce - the great migration of business
warriors
by Nancy Nardin
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at business unit level, a VP for
shared services and a SME for
application management – all three
have different expectations, because
they are measured differently and
their responsibility is different. So,
they expect different outcomes, and
that's why “one-size-fits-all” value
messages don't work. They should
be adjusted dynamically along the
customer’s journey and tailored to
different buyer roles. Which buyer
roles are addressed by the challenger
rep? Additionally, I'm sure that the
role profiles could be a third and
very important dimension.
Shouldn't we think about how to
engage e.g. a skeptic SVP of a
business unit and a VP application
management who is a go-getter, at
the different stages along their
journey? Let's bring all dimensions
together.

Second, there is no integration
into an account management
framework, that should cover the
whole cycle from account
definition, account segmentation,
account planning including vision,
strategy and development of new
business ideas, execution,
measurement and review. The
purpose of such a framework is
value-driven: It's about increasing
the value for these accounts and a

vendor's revenue and profitability by
enabling successful and effective
growth strategies that are tailored to
an account's specific potential and
business challenges. It's about a
win/win vision.

What I'm currently missing, in
The Challenger Sale, are challenges
of a named account strategy:
complex sale such as outsourcing,
application services, verticals, the
whole area of outsourcing and
cloud transformation for enterprise
customers – all topics that are really
crucial for a customer's business.

Let's focus on the most essential
parts of an account framework:
Based on a holistic account
definition, the account
segmentation is groundbreaking.
Often, financial indicators dominate
the segmentation. Criteria on the
future growth potential and a joined
sales/finance approach are missing,
but they are key to success. Growth
potential is driven by two
dimensions, strategic relationships
and the vendor's portfolio
capabilities. The roles and levels and
the quality of account relationships
should never be underestimated,
even not for challengers. Second, it's
about the potential value, vendors
could create for their customers
based on their portfolio capabilities.

There is a relation between
account segments and growth
strategies. Growth strategies have to
be mapped to account segments to
define a clear objective for account
managers and to optimize the
resource allocation. We
implemented, for instance, growth
strategies called the 5 E's: From
“enlarge” existing contracts with
existing budget centers to cross

selling strategies as “enrich” and
“extend” and new business
strategies such as new services to
new budget centers or to other
business units (“expand” and
“elevate”). The higher the growth
potential of an account is, the more
this account has to focus on the
right skills and resources to be
successful regarding the execution
of new business strategies.

So, for which account segments
and for which growth strategies are
the challenger behaviors
mandatory? For which
combinations might they be
optional? Are challenger behaviors
focused on new business strategies
only? What's the role of challenger
behaviors in extremely competitive
selling situations where vendors
have to invest an enormous effort in
contract renewals, which is an
existing business growth strategy? 

There is another important
relation - between account
relationships and account
segments/growth strategies:
� First, imagine a large account
(not yet a strategic account!) with a
huge volume of transactional
business, e.g. telecommunication
services. The next effective step
could be to focus on collaboration
or unified communication services.
On the contrary, defining the next
step as a complete outsourcing
effort won't be very successful in a
given time frame, because the
account's stakeholder network has a
certain perception of a vendor,
which is not yet mature enough for
such a project. Coming from a
transactional selling strategy, an
account should focus on solution
selling (which isn't that dead!) as a

How can a behavior-
based approach as
The Challenger Sale
lead to the death of

a selling strategy that
has a totally different

design point? 

Ithink, the selling behaviors lead to
the customers' buying experience,

not so much to their selling
experience, as the Challenger Sale
says. Anyway, I’m missing a
conceptual foundation to get such
an approach successfully integrated
and implemented. Because
implementation and execution are
the moments of truth. That’s where
the rubber meets the road – or not.
Here is what I want to point out
today:

First, I'm missing a link to the
customer's journey and to a buyer

role map or a buyer persona
framework:
� Missing link to the customer’s
journey. What does a challenger
conversation look like at very early
stages along the customer’s journey
and what does it look like later?
Imagine a scenario before the
customer is aware of a certain
challenge, when the customer is
aware but didn't recognize the
whole impact and another one,
when challenge and impact are
already recognized. How is the
choreography changing along the

customer’s journey for different
selling situations? Or is the
challenger sales rep only focused on
a specific scenario? If so, is the
relationship seller taking care of the
others? 
� Missing connection to a
framework of buyer persona,
buyer roles: Recent challenger
publications refer to specific
customer profiles – Go-Getters,
Teachers and Skeptics. These
profiles are based on behaviors and
attitudes, but they do not align with
a buyer role map. Imagine a SVP on

Many passionate discussions on the relevance of The Challenger Sale are
going on. I really like all the behavior-based research results on the challenger
rep. It’s fascinating to learn, which sales behaviors are successful and why, and
what those reps do differently: “Mediocrity comes in multiple flavors.”
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our Top Sales Sponsors

for their continuing support
and loyalty

If you would like to learn more about the benefits of
becoming a TSA sponsor and our existing Partner Program,

please email us: sponsorship@topsalesassociates.com

next step, but not immediately on
outcome selling.
� Second, imagine a strategic
account, which is already involved in
the customer's value chain, maybe
with a vertical solution such as
product life cycle management,
procurement or business
intelligence. Given good strategic
relationships and portfolio
potential, you could address a future
vision on how to make a business
process outsourcing a win-win
vision for both partners. Coming
from a solution selling strategy, an
account could focus on outcome
selling to be successful in a given
time frame.

There is an important relation
between the quality, the levels and
roles of an account's relationships
and successful, effective growth
strategies. So often, that's
overlooked: To win deals that are
crucial for a customer's value chain,
vendors have to prove a successful
track record with that customer.
Trust, especially trust regarding
business process involvement has to
be earned, by ongoing and constant
value creation, which is hard work.

So, we have dependencies
between account segments, growth
strategies, relationships – what we
have to answer is where and how do
we need challenger behaviors in a
mandatory way and where do we
need them on an optional basis.

Strategic account planning,

tailored to account segments: Also
here, what’s the challenger rep’s
impact, specifically? Additionally:
How do we run an account team,
what’s the challenger’s role? Or do
we better manage challenger reps in
a solution sales team or in a business
development team?

Third, it's about the so-called
“death of solution selling“. How
can a behavior-based approach as
The Challenger Sale lead to the
death of a selling strategy that has a
totally different design point?
Maybe that’s only the design and
system thinker in me, but I don’t feel
very comfortable with that.

Let's have a quick check on the
evolution of sales:
� Product selling is focused on

what a product is.
� Solution selling is focused on

what a solution does to solve a
problem or to master a challenge.

� Outcome selling or result
selling is focused on what an
approach means for the
customer's desired business
outcomes.

Solution selling: Are we talking
about vendor solutions (inside-out)
or about customer solutions
(outside-in)? Many organizations
implemented solution selling the
wrong way, inside-out. But as most
of the time, it’s not the “dead”
selling strategy or the “wrong” sales
process – the root causes are bad
implementation and bad execution.

Is it fair to blame the whole
approach for that? Of course not,
but we can blame bad
implementation and bad execution,
missing vision and leadership.

For me, it’s pretty obvious, that
we need challenger skills for
different selling strategies and
different selling situations – to
create customer value at all levels
and at all stages of the customer's
journey. Furthermore, none of
these selling strategies is dead.

Even more, I truly believe that
we need a portfolio of different
selling strategies. Those selling
strategies have to reflect different
account segments and different
requirements based on a vendor's
complex portfolio.

The real challenge for
practitioners is to analyze different
parts of the business, the
transactional, the solution and the
outcome related business and the
different account segments, to
predict their future including
customer expectations to make the
right decisions for a transformation
journey. Other dimensions are the
complexity of your portfolio and
the targeted buyer roles and – the
comfort zone of your sales force
and the culture of your
organization. All that’s much easier
said than done. And there is no
silver bullet to do so. Nowhere.

After having accomplished that,
we should talk about how to
implement the challenger skills and
where, for each of the relevant
framework elements and selling
strategies.

That’s science and art at the same
time. It's where the rubber meets
the road. �

This article was written by Tamara
Schenk. To find out more about Tamara,
visit: http://blog.tamaraschenk.com/
http://de.linkedin.com/in/tamaraschenk
http://twitter.com/tamaraschenk
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salespeople don’t really understand
the value they bring to their
customers. For salespeople whose
organization does not provide value
messaging, it is left to salespeople to
figure it out on their own, an
exercise more than worth the time.

Start by creating a Value Inventory
by brainstorming with several of
your colleagues from marketing ,
sales, and support, who talk to
customers every day and who
understand why your customers buy
products from you. Plot out a value
inventory matrix by answering a few
essential questions:
� Why do customers buy our

product (list the top ten reasons)? 
� Who are the stakeholders? 
� How are the stakeholders

impacted by this purchase (who
are likely to be positive/who will
block the sale)? 

� What pain do they feel? 
� What is their desired outcome? 
� What’s our solution? 
Michael recommends 10 as the
magic number and that list becomes
the basis of your Value Proposition.

Next develop questions that
drive to that value and help
customers more clearly see the

issues they face and gain their
agreement that they have the issue.
A key question captures the cost of
the issue to your customer including
the cost of delays. Extrapolate that
cost over time to take in account
rising costs. This conversation gets
you and your customer on the same
page and creates a base line for
proving value and closing the sale.

For example, if your research or
knowledge shows that discounting
is an issue for the VP you’re
targeting, probe his or her business
challenges around discounting with
questions such as, How much of an
issue is discounting for you? What is
your annual discount? What is the
annual revenue? If you learn sales
are $10 million a year and the
discounting averages 20% a year,
with some simple math it’s clear that
without discounting sales would be
$12 million and the VP would not
be giving up $2 million dollars a
year. Michael says it is important to
go further than the annual cost by
breaking it down to cost per day
which gives the message even more
impact. The reality is there will likely
always be discounting but by
implementing x solution to solve
this business challenge, the
customer could cut the discounting
for example by 14%.

To help your customer
understand the Economic Impact
cover these base line points:
� Lay out the business issue.

� Define the current cost/status
quo.

� Extrapolate costs over 3 to 5 years
(this is the tipping point that gets
your customer says to him or
herself, “ Am I really losing that
much money?”)

� Include Impact on C-Suite
Metrics (This is optional -
metrics such as ROI,
profitability, revenue…). Show
impact on cash flow, income
statement or balance sheet or
whatever is the priority for the
customer

� Calculate the cost of decision
delay ( current cost over 3 to 5
years broken down by 220 days).

Michael is sure that once you
begin to think “financial impact”
you will be amazed at what you
come up with.

Michael’s advice: To achieve
your goals understand that buyers
have changed and will continue to
change. Don’t bother to show up
if you haven’t done your
homework. Go beyond LinkedIn
with tools such as SalesQuest
which tracks Fortune 1000 and
Global 5000 companies and
CRUSH Reports and if your
company doesn’t subscribe to paid
services, find free tools such as
CrushArmy.com to understand
your customers’ businesses and
future plans.. To close more sales,
know your value, because value is
all you have to sell. �

Michael’s advice: To
achieve your goals

understand that
buyers have

changed and will
continue to change.
Don’t bother to show

up if you haven’t
done your
homework. 

Early in his sales career during a
consulting project, Michael

uncovered that his customer’s field
engineers were placing orders for
parts 14 to 15 times each day and

that the supplier shipped 14 to 15
boxes each day. After the meeting he
called the supplier to understand
shipping costs for 15 deliveries
compared to 1 delivery per day. He
quantified the savings and brought
the idea to place one consolidated
75 pound shipment per day vs. 15
separate orders to his customer. He
recognized the broader application
for this kind of economic impact
analysis and 14 years ago he
founded his firm. With today’s far
more educated buyers, quantifying
economic impact is more important
than ever. In my conversation with
Michael he shared how you can use
economic impact analysis with your
customers to accelerate closing by
giving customers compelling
reasons to buy.

The number one issue that
Michael hears from salespeople, and
one you undoubtedly can identify
with, is “ We can’t get customers off
the dime.” - How your customers
buy has changed and many of the
sales strategies you used in the past
are not producing the results you
want. The reasons customers are
delaying decisions, as Michael sees
it, is they don’t understand or agree
with the value being offered. And

although he is aware there are other
motivators, most customers today
are metrics-driven and even when
other metrics are driving the
decision Michael’s strategy is to
translate needs into metrics that
accelerate the buying process.

To help your customers take
action, Michael recommends to first
make sure your customers
understand and agree with the
issues they are facing -- as Michael
describes it “feel the pain”. I have
always had an issue with the idea of
making customers “feel pain” but
the way Michael prescribes it, it
makes the point without inflicting
pain. While your customers no
longer need you to educate them
about your products, they do need
you “to work with them to
understand the intricacy of the issue
they are facing and help them see
the forest through the trees”.

As I spoke with Michael I
envisioned an intersection he uses
to monetize value for customers:
� First create a Value Inventory and

from that a Value Proposition
� Next develop Questions That Drive

to Your Value
� Finally Calculate Economic Impact. 
The challenge is that most

All you have to sell
is value – here’s how
A Conversation with Michael Nick by Linda Richardson 

Top of Mind

Michael Nick is Founder
and President of
ROI4Sales. The idea to
start his company came
serendipitously. 
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sales performance company and is
responsible for product and sales strategy.
www.richardson.com
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estimated 100,000 business leaders
watching the keynote live and
online, to do the same and support
501(c) charitable organizations who
are doing impactful work on all of
our behalf. He credited the audience
with Salesforce’s success and paid
homage to the visionaries on whose
shoulders we are all standing, like
Thomas Watson Jr., Ken Olsen and
Steve Jobs.

Then he took us to the future,
which is in fact, happening now. The
future of business as “social”. To
drive the point further, he showed an
IDC research chart where the annual
growth in spending for social
technologies dwarfs all other
categories at a whopping rate of
47%. Before we put too much weight
into that figure, let’s remember that it
represents the rate of spending, not
the amount of spending. Social is still
in its infancy for businesses so we
should expect a higher rate of
growth as its starting from a much
lower number. No question,
businesses need to embrace Social.
And Salesforce is doing just that.
Benioff states that helping customers
connect in a whole new way is now
their mission as a company.

“Interesting” Financials

Salesforce produces Dreamforce,
and as you would imagine, they
leveraged the event to make several
key announcements. But
Dreamforce is financed in great part
by the large sponsorship and
exhibitor fees. First time exhibitors
were able to participate at around
$10,000. After that, minimum rates
are around $35,000. Word on the
street is that the biggest sponsors

invested well over $1M for the
exhibition space and associated
marketing activities and events.
Perhaps the biggest beneficiary of
the Dreamforce largesse is the city of
San Francisco. Benioff is committed
to the city in countless ways—
Dreamforce being just one. Even
though Salesforce suspended
development of its proposed 14-acre
Mission Bay campus earlier this year,
reportedly due to spiraling costs, it is
still one of the city’s largest lease-
holders.

While we’re on the subject of
financials, many people are
surprised to learn that Salesforce
reported an $11.6 million loss in its
most-recent fiscal year, and it
forecasts yet another loss in the
current year. That’s right. Salesforce
is not profitable. I’m not a financial
analyst. I am a sales tools expert.
But I’m more than a little concerned
about the possibility of a Salesforce
bubble. There are many wonderful
and hugely talented people at great
tools companies betting their
financial fortunes and futures on the
continued success of the Salesforce

platform. Salesforce may need to
reel its kite strings in just a bit if it
wants to keep from flying too high
in the clouds.

The Unexpected

Lastly, I have got to give a big
‘thumbs up’ to the brave 100 or so
Salesforce customers and employees
who participated in a Flashmob.
These are grown (not to mention
brave) men and women who let their
hair and their guard down by dancing
to “YMCA” in full business-casual
attire. All I can say to them is “you
rocked it!” Have a little fun and watch
the whole thing unfold.

Dreamforce continues to inspire
business warriors to think about
operational excellence and new ways
to achieve it. It offers unparalleled
opportunities for collaboration and
networking. And it fuels revenue
growth, not just for the exhibiting
vendors, but for the customers who
benefit from their wares. At the
conclusion, and armed with enough
tactical insight to conquer any
business battlefield of the future, we
headed for the freeways and airport
terminals in our own march of the
penguins, to return home from the
great Dreamforce migration, and to
put the force of our own dreams to
work                                                     �

Dreamforce is Salesforce.com’s
annual Lalapalooza, where San

Francisco witnesses the yearly
migration of people from more than
130,000 client organizations and who
knows how many others. The
“others” category would include
Salesforce prospects, press,

dignitaries (Gen. Colin Powell),
luminaries (GE CEO Jeff Immelt
and Virgin Founder, Sir Richard
Branson), and celebrities (Red Hot
Chili Peppers).

If the opening day at Dreamforce
was framed in a Disney movie, it
would be the scene where all the

animals in all the kingdoms come out
at once and head to the mountain
where the magic Lion King holds
undisputed command. Of course,
that’s a whole archive of Disney
movies wrapped up in one reel, but
you get the picture.

With that cinematic vista in mind,
here is what all of us business
warriors found when we got to
Dreamforce.

A seriously well-run (and
eco-friendly) event

In this, their 10th year, the folks on
the Dreamforce Dreamteam thought
of everything, right down to the
trash. That’s right. Once you finished
your free lunch (provided outdoors
every day with a San Francisco back-
drop for extra ambiance) your plastic
lunch box and soda cans were placed
in one bin, the food remains were
placed in a second bin marked for
composting, and your paper napkin?
well that was the only item that made
its way into the trash. With 75-90K
attendees consuming as many as 3
lunches each, a Knob Hill-sized pile
of plastic lunch containers were kept
from the land-fill.

Inspiring keynotes

Marc Benioff, Salesforce Chairman
and CEO, kicked-off the keynote
address as he always does, with Tony
Robbins flair. He spoke about his
vision of 13 years ago for a new
business model based on multi-
tenant subscriptions to software, and
for a philanthropic model with 1% of
the equity, 1% of the profit, and 1%
of employee time allocated
accordingly. And he called on an

With that cinematic
vista in mind, here is

what all of us
business warriors

found when we got
to Dreamforce.

A gaggle of geese. A pod of dolphins. A pack of
wolves. A pride of lions. These are collective nouns
for the gathering of groups. So what do you call a
group of tech-savvy business people eager to
soak in as much food, entertainment, networking,
knowledge and experience about running a
business on the Salesforce platform as possible?
That’s called a Dreamforce!
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the great migration of
business warriors

This article was written by Nancy Nardin.

To find out more about Nancy, visit:
www.smartsellingtools.com
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In this article we want to further
explore what effective sales coaching
looks like. As I previously discussed
in Part 1 of Effective Sales Coaching
Practices, the goal of coaching is to
help the individual improve their
performance and reach their true
potential. In our business, that
means being the best sales rep they
can be. It also segues into
opportunities to achieve stronger
sales targets and improve your sales
reps performance in the process.

Practice 4: Focus

Effective coaching is about working
with a rep on one area of
improvement at a time not multiple
areas. Change is difficult for many
of us. The sales manager who has a
rep work on multiple areas usually
sees no change. My focused
coaching methodology is based on
the premise that as a coach, if you
can help each of your reps improve
in one area in the course of a year,
you have been effective.

Practice 5: The Rep Guides the
Discussion

How does the effective coach
determine the area of focus? I say,
as long as there is benefit to the area
that the rep decides to focus on,
then go with their suggestion. This
creates a stronger desire to improve
as the rep is making the
commitment. Less effective
managers will pick the area and then
wonder why they don’t get buy-in
from their rep to change.

Practice 6: Plan of Action

To create momentum for change,
effective coaches use the power of
questioning. Open questioning
creates an environment where the
sales rep thinks through areas of
focus and change, offering proactive
methods to achieve targets. This
takes time, but if the coach tells the
sales rep what they should do, the
buy-in is lost. Best practice is having
the sales rep physically write out a
plan of action and send it to the
manager.

The power of putting pen to
paper is twofold. Firstly the sales rep
needs to think through what they
are committed to doing and

secondly by putting their
commitment to paper it crystallizes
their thinking.

Practice 7: Holding Your Rep
Accountable

"People respect what you inspect."
The effective coach understands
that once the plan of action is in
place, their role as coach is to hold
the sales rep accountable for
following through on their
commitment. To accelerate the
development process and/or
completion of the sales rep plan of
action, the coach asks the sales rep
open-ended follow up questions
such as:

What success have you had with
your plan? What challenges did you
face? How did you overcome those
challenges?

By taking a few minutes on every
interaction (via phone calls or on the
next field visit) effective ...

Close More Sales with Profit Justification
By Frank Rumbauskas on salesopedia ��

The 5 Immutable Laws of Selling
By Nancy Nardin on salesopedia ��

You might be looking for sucess 
in the wrong place
by Dan Waldschmidt on eyesonsales ��

When is a salesperson indispensable?
By Kendra Lee on eyesonsales ��

7 Reasons Why Sales Training Fails
By John Doerr on Top Sales Management ��

The Major Obstacles in Achieving 
Sales Targets
By Leanne Hoagland Smith on eyesonsales ��

Customer Delight
By Stu Schlackman on salesopedia ��

How NOT to Work a Room
By by Kelley Robertson on eyesonsales ��

3 Types of Salespeople - 
Which are best at Growing Sales?
By Dave Kurlan on Top Sales Management ��

How to be Taken Seriously in Sales ...
Be a Go-to Resource
By Nancy Bleeke on Top Sales Management ��

September Top Sales
Article of the Month

Where do the articles come from?

Each month we select the very best sales articles from the major article sites, which
have been written by top sales gurus from around the world. We cull through till we
find the 10 best pieces of sales advice – which we then share with you. The monthly

winners compete for the Top Sales Article of the Year Award in December.

The October NominationsThe October NominationsWhat do the best sales coaches do?
By Steven Rosen 
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other people; other industries; other
sectors.

The topic came up over dinner
last week, when a close friend
related this horrific story: He arrived
in England three days before
Christmas last year, and anxious to
quickly check into his hotel before
heading off to dinner, parked
outside the front entrance, grabbed
his "man-bag" and went in. Fifteen
minutes later he re-appeared outside
to find his car had been stolen. In
fact, not only his car, but his
suitcases; presents for his children;
his laptop ... everything, and all he
had left was what he was standing
up in plus the contents of his "man-
bag" and those contents turned out
to be his saviour.

If you have no idea what a "man-
bag" is, I should explain: Popular in
France for years, they are now
making a big come-back in Europe,
and no self-respecting executive
goes anywhere without one. I
actually have three - all from
Barbour - and I keep my iPad in
there, plus mobile telephone,
assorted essentials like tissues ... you
get the picture. My suits have never
been so bulge-free! But I digress.

Armed with what remained of
his possessions, and some incredible
support and assistance from the
hotel staff, my friend - after two
large brandy's - set about
resurrecting his Christmas: He
began by arranging for a hire car to
be delivered - using his iPad of
course. Then he honored his dinner
date, and calmed down.

The next morning, he again went
online and ordered replacement
clothes from Boden (what a great
choice - he has so much style, my
friend) Then he ordered
replacement Christmas presents, to
be delivered to the rented cottage
where he was spending the holiday
with his children. Next he was
concerned about being able to buy
all the food and wine he needed, so
he placed his order with Waitrose
(other supermarkets provide similar
services) to be delivered on
Christmas Eve ...In fact, in less than
one hour, he completely salvaged
his, and his families' Christmas,
online, from the comfort of his
hotel room, and not a salesperson
involved - Christmas for him had
been totally commoditized.

If you think back even five years

ago, could that have happened?
Slowly but surely, more and more

products, solutions and services are
being commoditized: My definition
of a commodity? If it can be
purchased online with a credit card,
it is a commodity, and one of the
few restrictors is a credit limit.

So how long will it be before you
are replaced by a credit card
acceptance screen?

There is a huge post-
commoditization grave-yard
somewhere full of petrol pump
attendants, insurance agents, mobile
phone salesmen and women,
newspaper sellers, and a whole host
of other ex-salespeople made
redundant by the internet - and it is
filling up fast. Careers are dying to
get in there!

Change is inevitable - it is the one
constant we can rely on: It cannot
be refused or resisted, so we have to
accept it and adapt and thrive.

The sales space isn't dying, it is
just re-shaping itself, and what
comes next is bound to be more
exciting than what has been before -
we just have to fully embrace it and
keep the shutters of our minds
permanently in the “up” position.�

“Change is
inevitable – it is the

one constant we can
rely on: It cannot be
refused or resisted,

so we have to
accept it, adapt

and thrive.” 

To find out more about Jonathan, visit:

www.thejfblogit.co.uk
www.topsalesassociates.com
www.jonathanfarrington.com
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“In business literature,
commoditization is defined as

the process by which goods that have
economic value and are
distinguishable in terms of attributes
(uniqueness or brand) end up
becoming simple commodities in the
eyes of the market or consumers. It
is the movement of a market from

differentiated to undifferentiated
price competition and from
monopolistic to perfect competition.
This is not to be confused with
commodification, which is a Marxist
term for things being assigned
economic value which they
(according to Marxist theory) did not
previously possess, by their being

produced and presented sale, as
opposed to personal use."

I believe that most of us
recognize the onward, relentless
march of commoditization -
although some people in sales appear
deliberately oblivious, and are
hanging on in the vain hope that it is
something that only happens to

How long before you too
are “commoditized?”

You can listen in to Jonathan being interviewed recently by ….
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For the sake of this article, it is important that we all
understand the term "commoditization" This from
good old Wikki...

http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL9D07A75C3B5D40AF&feature=plcp
http://www.salesgravy.com/sales-articles/featured-interviews/a-sales-gravy-interview-with-jonathan-farrington-ceo-of-top-sales-associates.html
http://www.thejfblogit.co.uk/downloads/audio/JF_BizTalkRadio_20_20.mp3
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of a new sales driven culture for the
company. What happened?

1. In forcing the process of
“thinking through’ the logical
progression and the actual actions
the salesperson should take at each
step; we altered the second step and
changed “what “the salesperson was
to say and sell during that stage. This
was important as the sales team was
generally in-experienced and
because of the technical aspect of
their offering, introducing a more
mature person into the early stages
allowed quicker credibility
(confidence) and better insights
(awareness) into the prospective
client’s needs.

2. Additional products and Services
will appear. We created one
additional professional service
product that could also be re-sold.
Both the President and Sales
Manager were amazed they had not
“seen” these possibilities earlier.
3. The Sales Manager began to fully
understand not only what the steps
in the sales process were, but more
importantly WHY the salesperson
needs to execute on them. This
provided the Sales Manager a better
platform for coaching. The 90 day
sales training schedule began to

include training on each step of the
sales process, on HOW to perform
each step but also explain the
importance or the WHY of proper
execution.

4. Improved forecasting will occur
because specific definitions of each
action within each stage were
defined. Why is this important?
Simply stated: pipeline values
become more accurate. Let me
describe this in more detail. Let’s
assume there is a “demonstration”
stage in your sales cycle, next ask
yourself, when do your salespeople
move the prospect to the demo
stage: When it is scheduled? Or after
it is completed? 

5. Separating yourself from the
competition will occur. During the
sales process your companies
Value Proposition must be proven.
It is easy to print your messaging
on brochures and your web site,
but letting your prospect feel it is
critical in building “belief ”. You
must build a step or an action that
takes place at the appropriate stage
that can validate your messaging.
We created what we expect to be a
unique idea for the client to prove
theirs. Now, at least once every two
years, a Client Business
Assessment will occur-an
automatic on-site appointment will
occur to evaluate the clients
situation.

6. One of the most important aspects
of creating a prescriptive sales process
is changing the sales process! What I
mean by this is; if you and your
competitors use the basic sales stages
in the same sequence and say and do
the same things during your prospect
conversations (What is your pain?,
What keeps you up at night? ) no one
will stand out and prospect becomes
confused. When there is confusion,
generally there is no decision. Change
your sales process to stand out, be
different, and do something make the
customer remember you.

Refer to my previous blog on
the End of Solution Sales.
www.YourSalesManagementGuru.com

7. We added a last step to their sales
process: a client follow up at 90 days
post implementation/installation to
validate the customer’s satisfaction
and to ask for a reference letter! 

The next step is for the sales
manager to roll out the process;
teach the salespeople how to
execute and then “inspect what you
expect”, make sure the sales team is
using the process as it is defined. Set
a 90 day plan in place to implement
and evaluate the results; create four
or five metrics to measure its
effectiveness, validate it is being
used and to listen to your team. If it
needs to be altered to increase
effectiveness that is ok, but before
you change-make sure you are fully
understand the impacts. �

For those top performers that
seem to naturally move suspects

to prospects to clients defining a
sales process map may not be
required, but the outcomes of
simply exploring “why, how and
what” you sell may open the mind to

new and more creative approaches.
For those B and C performers,
creating a prescriptive methodology
will provide a “pathway” and script
that can be followed to ensure they
increase their win/loss ratios.
Moving C’s to B’s and B’s to B+

levels will surprisingly dramatically
increase your revenue levels. Why?
In the majority of most sales
organizations the majority of
salespeople fit within these two
categories. There are never enough
A performers in any organization
and they are generally already
maximizing their productivity.

This concept or result is true if
you lead a direct sales team or a
channel/indirect sales organization,
in a channel based environment, you
simply focus on the Tier 2 layer to
improve their performance.
Creating a step by step guideline,
building it into your workflow
within CRM or manually, will ensure
that the logical aspects of sales and
the emotions of sales are properly
balanced. If properly defined, your
sales process will also ensure that
the buyer’s process will be in
alignment with your selling process.

Real World

Recently in working with a client we
spent about two hours simply
documenting what a salesperson
should do on each of the various
steps of their sales process, it
enlightened the existing sales
manager and created the beginning

If properly defined,
your sales process

will also ensure that
the buyer’s process
will be in alignment

with your selling
process. 

Moving your entire sales
organization to the next
level in one step

It occurs almost every time I speak or every initial
client visit. Whether your organization is using CRM or
not I find that most organizations have not taken the
time to define, write out and train their sales team
on how to use prescriptive a sales process. Why is
this important enough to write about? The Results!

This article was written by Ken Thoreson.

To find out more about Ken, visit:
www.AcumenManagement.com
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Journal, Entrepreneur, New York
Times, Business Journal, Selling
Power, Sales & Marketing
Management as well as countless
online publications and radio
shows.

� Sales guru status. Jill’s expertise
has been cited in numerous books:
SMART Calls, Masters of Sales,
The Contrarian Effect, Smart
Selling on the Phone & Online,
Top Dog Sales Secrets, Get
Clients Now, Lead Generation for
the Complex Sale and many more.

Professional Background

Jill’s passion for sales was ignited at
Xerox Corporation where she was
frequently recognized for superior
performance as both an account
executive and regional sales
manager. She then moved into
computer sales and immediately
became the International Rookie of
the Year and a consistent top
performer.

Her joy in selling, combined with
an innate ability to teach, led her to
present countless training programs
for colleagues, create a myriad of
sales tools, coach dozens of trainees
and to work on new product
launches – in addition to her sales
job! This was the impetus for
starting her own business.

In 1987, she launched Leapfrog
Strategies, Inc., a sales effectiveness
consultancy, that focused on helping
companies shorten time to revenue
on new product introductions.
Using her unique strategies that
closed the gap between Sales &
Marketing, her clients were able to
launch faster, capture their window
of opportunity and gain significant

market share.
Everything was going great till

2000, when her two biggest clients
came under pressure from Wall
Street to deliver better results. All
consulting contracts were stopped
mid-stream, effectively putting her
out of business. This trigger event
caused her to rethink how she
wanted to use her talent and passion
to make a significant impact in the
next decade.

Ten years ago, Jill was a quiet,
unknown consultant who did great
work for her clients. Today, she is an

internationally recognized expert
who is known for her fresh sales
strategies and game-changing
approaches.

Personal Insights

Jill and her husband Fred share their
home in White Bear Lake, Minnesota
with Cali, the cat. Their daughter
Katie, who writes a popular creativity
blog called Get Fresh Minds, works
for an innovation company. Their son
Ryan is a pilot for Pinnacle Airlines.

In her spare time, Jill loves to
travel, hike, do crossword puzzles,
read (she suffers from ARD-
Addictive Reading Disorder) and
write.

In addition to her work in the
sales field, Jill launched a Get Back
to Work Faster initiative to help job
seekers. She’s a Founding Mother of
Awesome Women, a nonprofit
focused on creating a world in
which “every woman’s voice makes
a difference.” She’s also an active
member of the National Speakers
Association. �

To find out more about Jill, visit: www.jillkonrath.com

She’s the author of two
bestselling sales books and is a

popular speaker who helps sellers
crack into new accounts, speed up
sales cycles and win more business.
She likes to work on:

Tough Challenges 

When Jill recognized that the crazy-
busy work environment was
wreaking havoc with sellers, she
immersed herself in the issue till she

discovered new strategies that
worked.

The result? SNAP Selling, her
highly acclaimed new book that
jumped to #1 on Amazon within
hours of its release — and
continues to be a top seller.

Big Issues 

Jill’s initial book, Selling to Big
Companies, addressed a major sales
problem that continues today-how
to set up meetings with prospects
who’d rather avoid salespeople all
together.

Fortune named it one of eight
“must reads” for sellers, along with
How to Win Friends & Influence People,
The New Strategic Selling and Getting to
Yes. It’s also been an Amazon Top
25 sales book since 2006.

Unsolvable Problems

When the economy tanked in 2008,
Jill realized that most job seekers

had no idea how to “sell”
themselves. Instead, they were
commoditized by their look-alike
resumes and using reactionary job-
hunting skills. So she wrote Get Back
to Work Faster, a game-changing
career book at the same time she
launched a free monthly webinar
series.

Thought Leadership

As a business-to-business sales
expert, Jill’s ideas and insights are
ubiquitous in multiple forums, both
on and offline.

� Widely read. Jill’s newsletters are
read by 80,000+ sellers worldwide.
In addition, she writes a popular
blog that’s been syndicated on
numerous business and sales
websites.

� Frequently quoted. Jill expertise
is frequently published in top
business media such as ABC
News, Success, Inc., WSJ Start-Up

Focus On

Jill
Konrath
Jill Konrath’s career is defined by her relentless search for fresh sales
strategies that actually work in today’s business environment.
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without being able to measure
revenue. Is your marketing group
measuring and reporting their direct
influence on revenue?

VP Sales Point #4: Want to
increase average deal
size? 

Well, it’s your lucky day! 28% of
marketing teams that use
marketing automation reported an
increase in the average deal size
from a marketing qualified lead
that was passed to sales. Why?
Because they are nurturing and
educating that lead, scoring the
lead based on demographics (is it
qualified?) behavior and online
behavior (is their intent to buy?),
until it’s ready for a conversation
with your sales team. This allows
the sales team to have a deeper,
richer sales conversation that
leads to a higher average deal
size. Sound good? How is your
marketing group tracking this key
metric?

VP Sales Point #5: Show
me the numbers!

Numbers, metrics, revenue,
pipeline – are the mantra of any
successful sales team. If
marketing is going to play in this
game, they need to run marketing
like sales – by the numbers.

So, here you go! Wouldn’t you
like for your marketing
organization to make this kind of
impact on your business?

The chart shows that
marketing groups that use
marketing automation report
providing improvements in:
number of leads to sales, better
qualified leads to sales, sales
accepting leads, contribution to
revenue, lead to closed sale
conversion and revenue per sale.
Does your marketing group report on
these metrics?

It’s clear that the role of sales
is changing because of the new
way that educated customers
interact with us and buy. Yet, it
seems sales still lags a few steps
behind while marketing appears
to be charging ahead to fill this
gap. The magic happens when
both sales and marketing are
working together across the

entire life cycle of a lead to close.
As you look into 2013 and

consider how you will grow
revenue, seriously consider how
marketing can help make a
difference. Given the growth in
this space and the number of
companies now using marketing
automation to make a measurable
difference in revenue, it’s a very
smart move.

This article presents a few of
the many findings presented in
the 2012 Lenskold Group /
Pedowitz Group Lead Generation
Marketing Effectiveness Study. This
report is a goldmine of
information for VPs of Sales as
they begin to plan a better way to
grow revenue in 2013.

Download copy of the full
report:
http://revmarketer.pedowitzgrou
p.com/2012-lenskold-marketing-
automation-report.html                �

This article was written by
Debbie Qaqish.

To find out more about Debbie, visit:
www.pedowitzgroup.com  
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I’d also like to point
out here that you

can’t calculate ROI
without being able to

measure revenue.

Alot of VPs will deploy what I
call the “R” strategy. You’ll

consider how to re-organize, re-
structure, re-do comp plans, re-do
territories, re-do team
composition, re-do…..well, you
get the picture. This is a limited
bag of tricks, given the lightening
changes in how customers are now
interacting and buying from
companies. Studies show that most
customers have completed 60-70%
of their buying cycle before you
know anything about their intent.
What is needed for 2013 is a new
strategy that is proven in this ever-
changing market environment.

It’s called marketing. Surprised?
Read on!

A recent study by Lenskold
Group, sponsored by The
Pedowitz Group reveals key data
that demonstrates the broadening
role of marketing in directly
influencing revenue and
outgrowing competition. As you
look into how you will grow
revenue in 2013, make a serious
investigation into how marketing,
specifically Revenue Marketing,
can help you meet your objectives,
is a smart move. We’ve pulled out 5
key points from the study that will

help you in this investigation.

VP Sales Point #1: Want to
outgrow your competition?

Of course! Companies outgrowing
their competitors are more likely to
use integrated marketing
automation (66% vs 50% of
slower/same growth companies).
The definition of integrated
marketing automation is the use of
full-featured marketing automation
(like Marketo or Eloqua)
integrated with CRM. This is an
area of technology and process
that enables marketing to impact
revenue in a significant way. It’s a
fast growth area of technology
experiencing an overall 50% year-
over-year growth. It’s here to stay.
Is your marketing group using integrated
marketing automation?

VP Sales Point #2: What is
the role of marketing in
companies outgrowing
their competition? 

Never thought of this one, did
you? Companies outgrowing their
competitors are more likely to have
experienced an increase in total

marketing revenue contribution
from marketing automation (55%
vs 31% of slower/same growth
companies). This data highlights
the role of Revenue Marketing in
competitive advantage. It also
points out that faster growth
companies have marketing
departments that can actually
measure the impact marketing is
making on revenue. How’s your
marketing group performing?

VP Sales Point #3: How is
marketing measured and
what difference does that
make to top line revenue
growth?

Of the companies using marketing
automation and ROI metrics, 69%
reported an increase in total
marketing revenue contribution.
Contrast this with the 19%
increase in total marketing revenue
contribution reported by users of
only traditional marketing
metrics. These data points
indicate that marketing automation
is not enough; a focus on ROI
metrics by marketing is equally
important. I’d also like to point out
here that you can’t calculate ROI

New data for Sales VPs supports pivotal
role of marketing to grow revenue
What’s in your 2013 bag of tricks?
It’s that time of the year when Sales VPs are looking into 2013 and trying to
figure out how to grow revenue, again.  Whether you’ve had a down year, a
flat year or a great year, I bet none of you Sales VPs are signing up for less
revenue in 2013 than you delivered in 2012.  So, what’s in your bag of tricks?  
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Plus we publish a brand new sales article every day:
www.topsalesmanagement.com�
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How to Walk Away
with Dignity Intact

How to Finish the
Quarter Strongly

How to Match Sales
Team Requirements with

Management Input

How to Re-Think Your
View of Account

Management

Recent “How To” Guides

�� �� �� ��

Developing a
Consultative Sales

Approach 

Get What
You Negotiate

Why Qualify?
When to Qualify?

The Seven Habits of
Highly Successful People

Sales Team Development Sessions

�� �� �� ��

Does Example
Trump Reason 

Training
versus Coaching  

Doing What You
Should do

Food for
Thought

Sales Management Issues Interviews

Kevin EIkenberry �� Colleen Stanley �� Jonathan London �� Ann Herrmann��

Top Sales Highlights
from the past four weeks ... in case you missed them

Plus don’t forget, we publish a brand new sales tip from the Top Sales Experts team every day!
www.topsalesworld.com�
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95% of Product Training
is Ineffective

Learning to Say
“No” Early

No Goals
Less Success

The Total Demise of Nice
Salespeople

Mike Schultz �� Christian Maurer �� Kevin Eikenberry �� Jill Konrath ��

Enjoy the latest Top Sales Hardtalk Interviews

7 Signs there is a Cancer
Growing in Your Team

Challenger’s
Missing Link

Why Dreamforce Matters:
Even if you don’t use

Salesforce CRM

5 Commonly Overlooked
Activities in Sales

Effectiveness Budgeting

Paul McCord �� Linda Richardson �� Nancy Nardin �� Dario Priolo ��

and recent blogs ...

http://www.topsalesworld.com/viewHardTalk.php?hard_talk_archive_id=57
http://www.topsalesworld.com/downloads/audio/Christian_Maurer_May_2012.mp3
http://www.topsalesworld.com/downloads/audio/Kevin_Eikenberry_May_2012.mp3
http://www.topsalesworld.com/downloads/audio/Jill_Konrath_Jan_2012.mp3
http://salesandmanagementblog.com/2012/08/29/7-signs-there-is-a-cancer-growing-in-your-sales-team/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+SalesAndSalesManagementBlog+%28Sales+and+Sales+Management+Blog%29
http://blogs.richardson.com/2012/09/05/challenger_sale_missing_link/
http://www.smartsellingtools.com/blog/2012/09/why-dreamforce-matters-even-if-you-dont-use-salesforce-crm/
http://blogs.richardson.com/2012/09/19/sales_effectiveness/
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/howToGuide.php?written_id=1024
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/readGuide.php?written_id=1033
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http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/developmentSession.php?written_id=1025
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http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/readDevelopmentSession.php?written_id=1044
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/readDevelopmentSession.php?written_id=1053
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/downloads/audio/Kevin_Eikenberry_TSM_Apr_2012.mp3
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/downloads/audio/Colleen_Stanley_TSM_Apr_2012.mp3
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/downloads/audio/Jonathan_London_TSM_Apr_2012.mp3
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/downloads/audio/Ann_Herrmann_TSM_Sep_2012.mp3
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